
PUBLICATION AGREEMENT 

The following agreement is reached between

- hereinafter referred to as the publisher -

and  Shaker Verlag 
Am Langen Graben 15a, 52353 D¿ren

- hereinafter referred to as the publishing house -:

1. The publisher will offer the publishing house scientific and/or academic works
(dissertations, habilitations, research reports, etc.) for publication in a series as ready
for press texts with details of the author and title.

2. The publisher of the series will be named as such in the works.

3. The works that are published will be clearly identified as works in the series on the
cover. Both parties will agree amicably on changes to the design of the cover.

4. The publishing house bears the economic risk and specifies the print run and sales
price of the individual volumes. In the case conference proceedings, the publishing
house will agree on the print run with the publisher.

5. The rights and duties of the publishing house and authors as regards the works to be
published will be settled in an individual author-publisher agreement. 
The publisher and authors are expressly granted the right to the further publication of
individual parts of the work in trade journals, scientific magazines, etc.

6. The publishing house offers the authors and publisher the chance to purchase low-
priced copies at the currently applicable terms before printing.

7. The agreement comes into effect immediately on signing. The agreement runs for an
indefinite period; it can be terminated with six months notice to the end of a year.

Anytown, dated..........................................
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D¿ren, dated.........................................

Publishing House...................................................
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